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Overview

Introduction
The experience of lockdown during the COVID-19 pandemic has
emphasised the criticality of areas including remote working,
business agility, digital customer engagement, and supply chain
continuity. In the new post-pandemic reality, these aspects of
business are permanently changed, and if enterprises are to prosper
then they must focus on accelerating their digital transformation
programs, strengthening their business and technology platforms, and
empowering their remote workforces, while reducing operational costs
in response to budget pressures and managing risk.
Omdia has conducted a research project and survey on behalf of IBM,
which examines UK enterprise attitudes to the impact of COVID-19 on
digital innovation and business transformation, and provides thought
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leadership on how enterprise decision makers can succeed in the
post-pandemic world. The survey seeks to identify how organisations
across five key vertical sectors are planning to move beyond lockdown,
the lessons learned during this period, and the perceived
opportunities for accelerating transformation with technologies
including cloud platforms, remote working, online commerce and the
cognitive enterprise.
The survey also investigates the key pain points and challenges that
organisations face in this renewal phase, including the importance of
cybersecurity and the demand for increased resilience, and will
examine the perceived criteria for selecting trusted technology
vendors to partner with in this process.

Methodology

Research methodology
21%

For this study Omdia ran an online quantitative survey of
decision-makers from 306 UK companies. The questionnaire
was designed to examine enterprise attitudes to the impact of
COVID-19 on digital innovation and business transformation,
and provide thought leadership on how enterprise decision
makers can succeed in the post-pandemic world.
Fieldwork took place during June and July 2020.

Respondent breakdown
Total respondents – 306

19%

Respondents by industry
Public Sector

21%

Telecoms & Media
Consumer: CPG, Wholesale & Retail
Banking/Financial Markets
Healthcare

19%
20%

Respondent companies by size (number of employees)
250 to 1000

1001 to 5000

5001 or more
61%

16%

Departmental breakdown
40% of respondents came from IT roles, 60% from lines of business, including operations,
finance/accounting, sales / customer support and strategy.
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23%

Overview

Summary Recommendations

With the initial impact of the COVID-19
crisis still fresh in the organization's
memory, it should consider how it
responded and how its existing digital
capabilities enabled that survival
response. Similarly, decision-makers
should consider how any of the
organization's digital shortcomings
impeded its crisis response and what
needs to be done to address this.

Remote working was one of the first
responses to the pandemic, even in
the frontline healthcare sector. Since it
is expected that a higher degree of
homeworking will be in place after the
crisis, during the in-pandemic renewal
phase companies should consider what
approach will best meet their needs and
what role digital will play in realizing that
strategy.
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The pandemic is expected to
accelerate digital adoption of a
number of connective technologies as
a means of making operations more
agile and efficient, bolstering supply
chains and better serving customers.
However, these benefits come with
increased cybersecurity risks. Companies
should ensure security considerations are
factored into all stages of DX programs.

The post-pandemic environment will
favor those organizations that have
progressed in achieving their DX goals.
This success will require strong
leadership, judicious budgeting, clear
strategy prioritization and careful
alignment of internal interests and
objectives.

Overview

The four stages of the Survive to
Thrive journey
The Covid-19 pandemic has crisis pushed almost every business into survival
mode. There is now a four-stage journey to be undertaken to move from merely
surviving to thriving. Strategies, objectives, and actions must fit each stage.

Survive

Revive

Renew

Thrive

The COVID-19 pandemic causes hard lockdown.
Companies try to survive by protecting their
revenue streams, maintaining their capabilities
and capacity to produce, hanging on to their
customers, and securing their supply chains.
Second waves and future lockdowns may push
companies back into survive mode.

When hard lockdown is eased, companies try to
rebuild their operations toward pre-lockdown
performance. They examine options to
strengthen their digital offerings and connect to
customers digitally. Part of the revive stage is a
review of what they did during the hard
lockdown to assess whether it should be
continued, accelerated, or stopped.

While the pandemic continues, and after they
have secured their ongoing continuity,
companies rethink their digital and business
models. They factor in changes in customer
behaviours, stability (or not) of the supply chain,
ongoing operational conditions, the possibility
of further crises, and so on.

There is little chance of circumstances
returning to pre-pandemic conditions. If a
company is to prosper during the inpandemic, and post-pandemic period, it
needs to implement its revised and improved
digital and business model.
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Survive

Stage One
The pandemic is a wake-up
call for digital capability
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Healthcare reaps the benefits
of early adoption
Healthcare organizations are under significant pressure due to the secular trends
of growing public debts and budget constraints paired with the challenges of
treating an aging population. Digital advances have been key to ensuring service
delivery and the sector has made better DX progress than most others. This progress has
meant these companies were better prepared for the pandemic than their peers in
adjacent industries.
respondents had already completed
17% oftheirhealthcare
DX programs, substantially higher than every
sector apart from banking (19%).

respondents in the sector said their supply
51% ofchains
and operations were fully prepared for the
pandemic; this compares to a cross-sector
average of 46% and trumps every other sector
except for banking (56%).
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38% of healthcare
organisations were fully
prepared across a
number of dimensions
versus 34% for the full
survey cohort.

Thrive
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Sector activity up, for some
Most sectors experienced a net fall in revenues in the first half
and in the second quarter in particular amid lockdowns. In
healthcare, demand for services put a strain on many of the sector’s
frontline hospitals. But the COVID-19 pandemic has posed its own
service delivery challenges in areas such as dentistry and has kept
patients in need of surgery and other treatment in their homes.

9%

of healthcare respondents reported
increases in activity in H1 2020,
higher than any other sector but still
only a small minority. Of this minority
who experienced an increase in
revenues, 70%.
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Meanwhile, 40%
expect a significant
increase from 2021
onwards as the world
returns to some
degree of anticipated
normality.
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Stage Three

IT security takes precedence
during pandemic
The pandemic has created opportunities for cyber criminals as
the disruption to organizations' operations has made them more
vulnerable to attack. This is of particular importance in a sector with
increasing connectivity, as any breaches can potentially interrupt and
delay patient care, putting lives at risk. Companies recognize the need
for the highest possible cybersecurity standards.

81%
78%
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of healthcare respondents reported investing
in IT resiliency and business continuity during
the pandemic, above the cross-sector
average of 75% and ahead of any other
sector except telecoms and media.
of healthcare organizations said they
invested in protecting against new
cybersecurity risks; this compares with 72%
of companies across sectors.
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Investing in 'engaging
customers anywhere' has
been less important for
healthcare providers as they
prioritized in-person
treatment during the
pandemic; 59% invested in
this area compared with an
average of 64%.
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Business continuity plans
fall short
Continuity within healthcare is absolutely crucial. At the soonest
opportunity companies should review how they reacted in the early
stages of the pandemic, what worked and what failed. Any necessary
adjustments should then be made to disaster recovery / business
continuity plans to improve future responses, with an emphasis on
how digital can enable and improve responsiveness.

78%
37%
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of healthcare respondents agree that
their disaster recovery plans were
inadequate or short-sighted.
definitely agree that these
recovery/continuity plans fell short,
higher than the cross-sector
average of 34% .

100% of healthcare
organizations in the
early stages of their
DX program say
their crisis response
was inadequate
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Recommendations in the Survive phase:
Review crisis preparedness and response

Companies in the healthcare sector were generally better
prepared for the pandemic than their counterparts, however
there is always room for improvement. Businesses should review
their responses to the crisis and identify what could have been
done differently.

Understand how enhanced digital capabilities may improve
the organizations's crisis response and how any lack of DX
progress hindered the response during the first wave of the
pandemic. This will help to direct short-term survival priorities.

Business continuity / disaster recovery plans have been put to
the ultimate test. Organizations need to consider whether their
plan was adequate in light of the impact of the pandemic and what
needs to be updated in preparation for a second or more waves.

Supply chains, especially those for personal protective
equipment, came under immense stress in 2020. Organizations
should think about what steps they can take to improve the integrity
of supply chains, especially in light of rising protectionism. Are
measures in place to ensure the supply of vital medicines and
equipment and what role does digital and the digital strategy play in
this supply chain management?

Cybersecurity should be an absolute priority for healthcare
organizations to ensure they can maintain uninterrupted service
delivery at a time when operational bandwidth may become
overstretched. Set a cyber strategy that addresses the short to
medium term information security risks associated with the pandemic.
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Stage Two
Applying lessons learnt to a
post-lockdown world
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Taking action today to
prepare for tomorrow
Despite being ahead of the curve in their DX progress and
therefore better prepared for the pandemic, healthcare
organizations have learned from the crisis that they should
have invested in digital earlier. This holds true regardless of what
stage they were at in their digitalization journey prior to 2020.
healthcare organizations agree that technology can help mitigate the
84% ofeffects
of a crisis; 54% definitely agree, higher than any other sector
healthcare respondents said they should have invested earlier in
89% ofdigital,
data-driven and the cloud

80%
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of respondents in the sector who already completed their digital
transformation said they should have invested earlier; 100% in the early
stages of their DX said they should have invested earlier
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Pandemic proves remote
working potential
Many healthcare organizations have been on the frontline and
therefore had higher rates of on-premise working during the crisis
compared with other sectors. However, the pandemic has forcibly
accelerated the existing long-term trend towards remote working, a
model that will be more apparent within healthcare going forward.

85%

of healthcare organizations agree there
are ways of working remotely versus
88% across sectors

88%

invested in ‘work safe, work smart’
compared with 85% across sectors
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Pre-pandemic, 76% of
healthcare respondents had
more than one-fifth of their
employees working remotely;
in-pandemic this rose to 92%
and 81% anticipate more
than a fifth of their staff being
located remotely once the
pandemic has passed
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The crisis favors innovation
and forces change
The pace of the pandemic favored agile organizations that were
able to operationally and strategically pivot. Healthcare organizations
recognize the fundamental benefits of this agility and see the crisis as an
opportunity since it forces much needed advances that might otherwise
have been put off.

96%
92%
87%
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said the pandemic has shown that strategies and priorities can
change instantly, higher than any other sector.
agree the crisis has shown that innovation, flexibility and agility
are key capabilities; 46% definitely agree, higher than any
other sector.
have learned that change management and adoption is easier
during a crisis.
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The biggest lesson:
Improve cybersecurity
The need to fortify networks and protect data and operations
from criminals capitalizing on the pandemic is the most widely
cited lesson learned in recent months. Healthcare organizations
already more widely report investing in their cyber defences during
the pandemic than those in other sectors, but see the value in
further protecting themselves as part of their revival.
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95%

of healthcare companies agreed that there is a need to
strengthen their cybersecurity defences as a consequence of
the pandemic

56%

definitely agree with the need to bolster their cybersecurity,
above all sectors apart from telecoms and media (59%)
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Recommendations in the Revive phase:
Harness the crisis for digital progress

Review all actions taken during the response to the crisis. Do
they need to be discontinued, strengthened, or accelerated?
Review the emergency capacity actions that were taken and
optimize capacity for current conditions.

Remote working has paid off. Companies should review their
homeworking strategies and consider what changes and
investment need to be made to facilitate an anticipated shift to
higher rates of remote working after the pandemic has subsided.

Healthcare companies should consider how they can harness
digitalization to become more flexible, agile and efficient
organizations. This will not only help to mitigate the potential for a
significant resurgence of the pandemic but the long-term challenge
of caring for an aging population.

Companies that have digital transformation capacity should
refocus their DX efforts on customers (channels and
experience), digital products and services, and the supply
chain. These are the primary digital capabilities that will set the
organization on the revival path.

Change management is often more achievable during times of
crisis. Companies that have not initiated their DX programs should
use the crisis and the need to make quick decisions and push
through change as quickly as possible as an opportunity to digitally
transform.
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Stage Three
Resetting digital strategy for
the post-pandemic world
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Early renewal of digitalization
programs
Given the recognized benefits of digitalization, from revenue
generation to improved crisis resiliency, companies will be
seeking to make progress as soon as they can. This will depend
on budgets and the available operational bandwidth to bring digital
applications and technologies online. In this respect, larger
organizations will be better positioned to move early.
63% of large healthcare companies expect to resume or
accelerate their DX in H2 2020 compared with 32% of SMEs
expecting the same
45% of larger organizations will resume or accelerate their DX
in the second half of 2020, but with new priorities in light of
the global pandemic and its effects
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Aiming for IT resiliency and
operational agility
As healthcare organizations move out
of the pandemic their priorities will
change. Identifying and understanding
what initiatives will deliver the best
results will be paramount and these
initiatives must be aligned with
digitalization budget allocations to build
the requisite capabilities.
Enhancing IT resiliency and continuity will
be a key initiative for 73% of healthcare
respondents moving beyond lockdown.
This is matched by 73% of healthcare
organizations who see accelerating agility
and efficiency as a priority initiative on the
other side of the pandemic.
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Despite the focus on
IT resiliency, only 36%
see protecting
against new
cybersecurity risks as
a key initiative, below
every other sector.
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Balancing act: back-end vs.
front-end digital
Accelerating operational agility and efficiency will require
investment into digital back office processes and platforms,
such as enterprise resource planning software and human
resources applications. Organizations will need to understand
and balance the benefits and priorities of streamlining such
back-end processes with the need to address front-end,
customer-facing capabilities.

58%

see deploying a digital business
application as a top digital capability
priority, sentiment that is shared in
banking and consumer
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58% say adapting to
changing customer
requirements will be the
biggest challenge moving
out of lockdown

With the increasing importance of
telehealth and remote diagnosis,
56% see creating new digital
products or services as a priority
digital capability, in line with banking
© 2020 Omdia respondents (58%).
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Setting internal priorities
straight
While the importance of having a strategy in place to reach
customers via various channels is recognized at the enterprisewide level, there is a notable misalignment of internal priorities.
Any gaps will need to be addressed as close collaboration and a
unified perspective and sense of purpose is necessary to make any
DX program a success.
More than half (51%) of healthcare
organizations see an omnichannel
customer engagement strategy as a
digital capability to prioritize moving
out of lockdown
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However, only 32% of
healthcare IT executives
see this as a priority
compared with 60% of
Line of Business
decision-makers
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Recommendations in the Renew phase:
Aligning internal interests and objectives

Companies should press ahead with digitalization as soon
as budgets and personnel resources permit, not only to
improve their long-term viability and relevance under normal
circumstances but to better mitigate the effects of further
crises.
IT resiliency and continuity is critical to overall operational
resiliency and business continuity and agility. Companies should
consider how any necessary investments to improve cybersecurity
also enhance core IT resiliency and their ability to flex and pivot
operations.
An updated digital transformation strategy should drive a
rethink of the organisation's digital and business model. Review
who the customers are and how they are best served. Review and
renew digital methods of meeting customer needs, strengthening
the supply chain and operating processes, and in improving
productivity in the organisation.
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DX programs can further any number of initiatives. Companies will
therefore need to prioritize where funding and resources are best
directed, whether towards back-end systems and processes to
improve efficiency and agility, or new digital products and services to
better meet the needs of customers. If both, can these be managed
simultaneously or does one need to come before the other?
The interests of different business functions must be closely
aligned to improve the chances of DX programs succeeding.
Consider whether the IT function is paying due precedence to
customer-facing initiatives if these are a priority. More broadly, are
Line of Business and IT working together to further the
organization's digital goals?

Thrive

Stage Four
Accelerating transformation
with digital technologies
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Tone from the top
With the majority of digital investment programs to be resumed
and accelerated in the second half of 2020 and 2021, all
companies now need to prioritize their DX goals and align their
digital strategy with clear technology-focused budget allocations.
Tying these together and managing competing initiatives will depend
on a clear vision from senior management, communicated throughout
the organization.

39% say a lack of
executive sponsorship
will hinder their digital
transformation
progress, higher than
for any other sector

In keeping with other sectors,
a lack of funding is a top pain
point for healthcare
respondents (61%)
Page 26
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Cloud budgets on the rise
By enabling remote working, cloud infrastructure has been a
critical component of operational resilience and business
continuity across sectors amid the pandemic. Consequently, 82% of
healthcare companies anticipate increasing their budgets for cloud
infrastructure and platform to accelerate their recovery out of
lockdowns, in addition to mobility and workflow process management.

95%

of healthcare respondents agreed that
SaaS applications had benefited their
organization during the pandemic and
95% anticipate further investment to
expedite their recovery
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There is an increased
acceptance for the use
of public cloud, with 94%
anticipating accelerated
investment in this area
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Cybersecurity brought into
sharp focus
One of the many challenges of adopting enabling technologies and
increasing connectivity in the lockdown environment has been
managing the attendant rise in cybersecurity risk. 73% of
healthcare organizations expect an increase to budgets for
cybersecurity post-pandemic in line with the growing trend towards
cloud infrastructure adoption and remote working.

96%

see their existing investment in threat
detection and core security as having
benefitted the organization during the
pandemic
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their recovery
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Healthcare a frontrunner for
AI adoption
Healthcare will help to spearhead the uptake of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and related technologies on the other side of the
pandemic, with 75% of respondents in the sector expecting an
increase in budgets for cognitive tech, ahead of all sectors apart
from telecoms and media (79%). Customer and supply chain insights
are more popular use cases than operational insights. The biggest shift
in focus and investment in furthering AI goals will be towards the
underpinning data architecture, which has so far been relatively
overlooked.

61% expect
increased
investment into
operationalizing AI
throughout the
business
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Only 31% fully agree that existing
progress in modernizing data
architecture has been a benefit
during the pandemic, rising to 49%
who fully agree and 98% who agree
to some extent that they expect
increased investment in this area
going forward
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Recommendations in the Thrive phase:
Prioritizing initiatives with strong leadership

DX programs are costly and budgets are likely to be stretched
in the wake of the pandemic. Companies should therefore pay
close attention to the return on investment (RoI) they are likely to
achieve from different digital initiatives and how quickly they will pay
off, then schedule them accordingly.
The sheer number of priorities – cloud, cybersecurity, AI –
requires full buy-in from senior management and the need for
a digital culture to be fostered throughout the organization.
The CEO/CTO should also set and communicate a set of clear and
measurable objectives.
The anticipated increase in cloud to support higher rates of
remote working as well as cognitive technologies calls for the
very highest cybersecurity standards. Every individual initiative
that falls under the umbrella of 'digital transformation' must be
viewed through a security lens at all stages of development, roll
out and at the operational stage.
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AI is nothing without strong data foundations. Businesses
must address the viability of their data architecture and
integrity of their data governance before jumping into costly AI
investment programs.
All of the risks associated with adopting new technologies,
whether visible or hidden, must be assessed on an ongoing
basis. For instance, against a backdrop of increased AI adoption
organizations should have external consultants or internal assurance
providers assessing the credibility and safety of algorithms left to
make independent and potentially biased decisions.

Summary

Methodology
& About
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Summary

About
IBM

OMDIA

IBM is a leading cloud and cognitive solutions company, and the largest
technology and consulting employer in the world.

Omdia is a global technology research powerhouse, established following the
merger of the research division of Informa Tech (Ovum, Heavy Reading, and
Tractica) and the acquired IHS Markit technology research portfolio*.

Trusted by thousands of enterprises across 20 industries, IBM Cloud provides
the essential tools clients need to get all the benefits of cloud, but with control
and flexibility. Companies can build mission-critical applications once and run
them on all leading public clouds or private clouds with IBM’s next-generation
hybrid multicloud platform, built on Red Hat technologies. With Watson, the AI
platform for business, powered by data, we are building industry-based solutions
to real-world problems.
Capture the true value of cloud and AI for your business –
www.ibm.com/uk-en/cloud

We combine the expertise of more than 400 analysts across the entire technology
spectrum, covering 150 markets. We publish over 3,000 research reports annually,
reaching more than 14,000 subscribers, and cover thousands of technology,
media, and telecommunications companies.
Our exhaustive intelligence and deep technology expertise enable us to uncover
actionable insights that help our customers connect the dots in today’s constantly
evolving technology environment and empower them to improve their businesses
– today and tomorrow.
* The majority of IHS Markit technology research products and solutions were acquired by Informa in August 2019 and are now part of Omdia.
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